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I
The accepted custom in Ashkenazic communities is to read, then repeat
a second time, those passages in Megillat Esther whose correct versions are
considered “a matter of doubt.” Thus, the Ashkenazim read “le-hashmid
laharog u-le-abed” (Esther 8:11), and then they repeat it as “le-hashmid velaharog u-le-abed.” And they read “ve-ish lo ‘amad bifneihem” (Esther 9:2), and
then repeat it as “ve-ish lo ‘amad lifneihem.”
This is done in order to sidestep a doubt that arose concerning these
two pesukim. For although Minḥat Shai ruled long ago that the correct versions are “ve-laharog” and “lifneihem,” the Ashkenazic scribes still write in
their megillot “laharog” and “bifneihem.” The solution adopted in each of the
two cases is to read both versions, in the manner of the Talmudic dictum
“heilkhakh neimrinhu le-tarvaihu” [“Let us therefore say them both,” i.e.,
when there is a doubt as to the correct way to fulfill a religious obligation,
doing it both ways allows us to “cover all our bases,” as it were].
In other words, the custom is to read first what is actually written in
the megillah, and then to repeat, reading what should be written in the megillah.
The source of the erroneous readings “laharog” and “bifneihem” can be
traced to the Mikraot Gedolot Tanakh edition published in Venice from
5284 to 5286 [1524–1526]. That Tanakh was edited by Yaakov ben Ḥayyim ben Yitzḥak ben Adoniyahu, who labored—to the best of his abil-
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ity—at eliminating the numerous errors that were common in the Ashkenazic manuscripts of that period. He also added a masorah gedolah and masorah ketanah, which he collected from various manuscripts.
The Venice Mikraot Gedolot was reprinted numerous times, in Venice
and also in many other cities, such as Amsterdam and Warsaw. Its final
incarnation can be seen in the Mikraot Gedolot editions that are commonplace in our own communities, all of which are photoreproductions of the
Warsaw edition.
Notwithstanding that Yaakov ben Ḥayyim labored assiduously over
his Tanakh edition, he failed to create a high-quality product. His Tanakh
includes thousands of errors in spelling, punctuation, and cantillation. The
spelling errors involve, primarily, the plene and defective forms of words,
but there are also instances of aleph interchanged with he, bet interchanged with kaf, additions or deletions of voiced vav, and even substitutions of entire words.
The first to address these issues was R’ Menaḥem de Lonzano, author
of Or Torah, who corrected all the errors that he found in the Mikraot
Gedolot text of the five books of the Torah. His work was later supplemented by R’ Yedidyah of Norzi, better known as the author of Minḥat
Shai, who corrected the errors that he found anywhere in Tanakh: in the
Torah as well as nevi’im and ketuvim.
The corrections and annotations of Minḥat Shai were subsequently accepted by Jewish communities everywhere, and it is often said that the
Venice Mikraot Gedolot represents the de facto standard Tanakh version
accepted by all Jews. This refers, however, not to the Mikraot Gedolot edition published by Yaakov ben Ḥayyim himself, but, rather, to Yaakov ben
Ḥayyim’s work as later revised to incorporate also the corrections of
Minḥat Shai.
We can now understand, based on all of the above, how the version
of Megillat Esther that was accepted in the Ashkenazic community came to
be. Yaakov ben Ḥayyim’s edition includes twelve spelling errors in Megillat
Esther alone. Ten of those errors involve plene and defective spellings:
tavo: missing vav (1:19); betulot: missing vav (2:2), yoshev (2:21), va-yavo (4:9),
yode‘im (4:11), aḥashverosh (6:2), ve-hilbishu (6:9), u-mishloaḥ (9:22), le-kayyem
(9:31), le-rov (10:3).

